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Đề thi giữa kì 1 Tiếng Anh 11 trường THPT Hòa Bình 2020 

Part I: Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the 

rest in each group (mark A, B, C, or D). Mark your choice on the answer sheet. 

Question 1: A. honour      B. him          C. hunter       D. ham 

Question 2: A. get            B. guy          C. goggle       D. gymnast 

Question 3: A. chemical   B. cheap      C. cheese      D. cheat 

Question 4: A. autumn     B. canteen   C. then           D. nine 

Question 5: A. head         B. bean        C. heal           D. ease 

Part II: Choose from the four options given (mark A, B, C, or D) one best answer to 

complete each sentence. Mark your choice on the answer sheet. 

Question 6: I'll give you a lift to the station if in a hurry. 

A. you were       B. you'd be      C. you'll be       D. you're 

Question 7: Their children are used to up after school every day. 

A. be picked       B. pick            C. picking          D. being picked 

Question 8: __________ two hours having lunch, they left the restaurant. 

A. Spending       B. After spend   C. Having spent     D. Spent 

Question 9: I've got lots of but only a few really good friends. 

A. neighbors      B. best friends   C. acquaintances   D. partners 

Question 10: We arrived the station just in time to catch the train. 

A. in                   B. to                 C. at                         D. for 

Question 11: He has been my idol I was a child. 

A. as                 B. since            C. when                    D. for 

Question 12: I had the film yesterday. 
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A. pressed        B. printed         C. photocopied          D. developed 

Question 13: I don't believe a word he says. I think he. 

A. is lying          B. is laying       C. is telling lie            D. lied 

Question 14: I nearly died of when he said that. 

A. embarrassing         B. embarrassment 

C. embarrassed           D. embarrass 

Question 15: When it to rain, they through the forest. 

A. starting/ walked       B. started/ were walking 

C. start/ walked            D. starts/ walked 

Question 16: It's a pleasure you again after so long. 

A. see             B. to see            C. seeing            D. being seen 

Question 17: They asked me I had seen John the day before. 

A. what           B. if                    C. that                 D. why 

Question 18: I avoid the car whenever possible, especially in big cities. 

A. took            B. taking            C. is taken           D. take 

Question 19: Sally warned me not to tell anyone the secret. 

A. about         B. by                  C. in                      D. of 

Question 20: Harry in an army camp before. 

A. would never be         B. would be never 

C. has never been        D. had been never 

Question 21: He spends most of his time __________ computer games. 

A. playing       B. played            C. having played   D. to play 

Question 22: The man wanted to avoid __________ on security cameras. 
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A. seeing        B. to be seen     C. to see                D. being seen 

Question 23: It was difficult to ________ a date which was convenient for everyone. 

A. agree         B. provide          C. arrange              D. organize 

Question 24: They use a lot of high school students ______ volunteers in the campaign. 

A. like             B. alike               C. as                      D. such as 

Question 25: Would you mind _____________ your phone ? 

A. me use       B. my using        C. me to use          D. I use 

Question 26: Helen expected _______ to the university, but she wasn't. 

A. being admitted        B. to admit           C. to be admitted        D. admitting 

Question 27: The cake was _________ decorated with pink and white icing. 

A. beautifully  B. beauty            C. beautiful             D. beautify 

Question 28: True friendship should be based ______ understanding each other and 

faithfulness. 

A. on              B. at                    C. out                       D. over 

Question 29: The police let him ______ after they had asked him some questions. 

A. leave         B. leaving           C. to leave                D. left 

Question 30: When we ______ to see him last night, he ______ to music. 

A. come / is listening                   B. had come / listened 

C. were coming / had listened     D. came / was listening 

Part III: Complete each sentence using the most appropriate ending by circling the 

corresponding letter A, B, C or D . Mark your choice on the answer sheet. 

Question 31: He didn't know. 

A. to go or to stay at home 

B. if that he should go or to stay at home 
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C. if to go or to stay at home 

D. whether to go or to stay at home 

Question 32: It usually to do her homework every day. 

A. take her two hours 

B. will take her two hours 

C. takes her two hours 

D. has taken her two hours 

Question 33: He asked me how long. 

A. time was I going to stay 

B. I was going to stay 

C. was I going to stay 

D. time I was going to stay 

Question 34: Last week, John. 

A. felt and broken his leg 

B. fell and breaks his leg 

C. fell and broke his leg 

D. fallen and broken his leg 

Question 35: This test of multiple-choice questions. 

A. consists of a number 

B. consists in a number 

C. consist to a number 

D. consist on a number 
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Part IV: Circle A, B, C, or D to find a mistake in the four underlined parts of each 

sentence. Mark your choice on the answer sheet. 

Question 36: Don't let the children to stay up late. 

A. to stay up        B. Don't            C. let                  D. late 

Question 37: I was phoning you yesterday evening but you were out to a party. 

A. were                B. to a party    C. was phoning   D. yesterday evening 

Question 38: Young people go and work in the homes of people who is sick or old. 

A. homes            B. is                  C. or                    D. in 

Question 39: I warned my friend in staying at a hotel near airport. 

A. near               B. in                  C. airport             D. staying 

Question 40: She tried to warn him, but he wouldn't hear. 

A. wouldn't         B. to warn        C. but                   D. hear 

Đáp án đề thi Tiếng Anh giữa kì 1 lớp 11 THPT Hòa Bình 2020 

1-A     2-D     3-A     4-A     5-A      6-D     7-D      8-C     9-C    10-C          

11-B   12-D   13-A   14-B   15-B    16-B   17-B   18-B    19-A    20-C          

21-A   22-D   23-C   24-C   25-B   26-C   27-A    28-A    29-A   30-D            

31-D   32-C   33-B   34-C   35-A   36-A   37-C    38-B    39-B   40-A 
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